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INTRODUCTION

In addition, we are proud to present seven Norwegian
furniture manufacturers, all with environmental
impact and sustainability high on their agenda. The

Starting from a shared desire to shift towards sustainability, products on display have been selected in collaboration
JOIN by Norwegian Presence invites people from varied

with designers Kristine Bjaadal and Hallgeir Homstvedt,

industries to work together to find the solutions that our

who are also responsible for the overall exhibition

increasingly resource-scarce world requires. Collaboration design. The exhibition itself is built with environis a prerequisite in creating a sustainable future.

mentally friendly materials, using modules that will
be disassembled and reused.

We have to acknowledge the apparent contradiction
that being a part of Milan Design Week entails – after all,

Not only uniting many of Norway’s leading designers,

the act of participation in itself contributes to increased

artists and manufacturers, JOIN by Norwegian Presence

production. However, we believe the power of this

is also a collaboration across organisations: Design and

platform to build awareness and influence the industry

Architecture Norway (DOGA), Klubben and Norwegian

is unrivalled on the global stage, and that there is

Crafts. DOGA works to promote innovation and change

nowhere better in the world to make our case.

within businesses and the public sector through design
and architecture. Klubben is the association operated

This year, we asked Norwegian designers and artists

for and by Norwegian designers, aiming to promote

to address the issue of sustainability from a wider

Norwegian design and encourage collaborations with

perspective. As well as climate considerations and

other industries. Norwegian Crafts works to strengthen

our use of resources, sustainability entails economic

the position of Norway’s craft artists internationally.

and social aspects, a commitment to democratic and
inclusive processes, and a consideration of the needs

JOIN by Norwegian Presence is an invitation to

of future generations.

enter into a dialogue about sustainability and what
we can all do to achieve it. Through conversation

JOIN by Norwegian Presence exhibits prototypes and

and collaboration, our aim is to contribute to the

crafted objects from 21 designers and artists, curated

knowledge, determination and innovation necessary

by the celebrated creative studio Kråkvik&D’Orazio.

for a shared sustainable future.

↓ From left: Vestre’s cycle rack Cycle, designed by Sanna Lindström;
Tron Meyer’s sculpture Varde; Marte Frøystad’s table Join Me; Erik Wester’s
Volume Vases and the lamp Alter, designed by Stine Aas.
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INTERVIEW WITH THE CURATORS
KRÅKVIK&D’ORAZIO

Kråkvik&D’Orazio is the creative studio comprising
Norwegian-Italian duo Jannicke Kråkvik and Alessandro
D’Orazio. Thanks to their distinctive and eclectic aesthetic, expressed in their styling, curation and concept development for an array of private and commercial clients,
they have carved out a leading position within their field,
both at home in Norway and abroad.
Together they run the interior design store Kollekted
By in Oslo, and in 2018 they launched the new design
brand A Part, in collaboration with designers Falke
Svatun and Bjørn van den Berg. After a year’s hiatus
from curating Norwegian Presence, Kråkvik&D’Orazio
are returning to the exhibition to coordinate the
design and crafts section of JOIN.

↑ Jannicke Kråkvik and Alessandro D’Orazio. Photo by Inger Marie Grini.

How do the selected objects reflect the

Sustainability is a key word for this exhibition.

exhibition title JOIN?

How is this echoed in the objects on display?

Jannicke Kråkvik (JK): The word ‘join’ is the big

JK

Why should we design a new thing? It’s about

concept encapsulating the whole. It relates to how an ob-

the principle. In addition to aesthetics, which of course

ject is made, how someone collaborates or how a product

is important, the object must have a value in terms

can bring people together. It is a very social word.

of materiality or durability. The items we have chosen
must give something in return through longevity,

What have been the most important

decomposability or through the way in which they

criteria in your curatorial process?

are produced.

JK

We wanted to work with a selection of objects

showing that the designer or craft artist had challenged

What does the exhibition say about

themselves through shapes, materials or technical

Norwegian contemporary design and crafts?

aspects. The exhibited objects also highlight how the

JK

boundaries between craft and design aren’t as clear

have the same design traditions as the other Scandinavian

as before. This is exciting, and something we wanted

countries, and Norwegian designers are generally very

to highlight. It’s caused by a change in generation, but

free in their approach. This playfulness shines through

also by people today working in slightly different ways.

in this selection. Also, there are a lot of new names this

Designers no longer design solely for mass production.

year, which is always fun to see.

They’re at a very high level. Norway doesn’t

Many work on a smaller scale, selling their work directly.
AD
Alessandro D’Orazio (AD): Saying that, we have

It is a huge honour to be allowed to work

with all these highly skilled craft artists and designers

also considered aesthetics in combination with commercial – in some cases all the way from idea to finished
value. Unique objects are juxtaposed with products we

product. We learn from each other, all of us. JOIN is

believe can compete in an international market.

a joint development.
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MANUFACTURERS
DESIGNERS

Elementa
Fjordfiesta

Erik Wester
Henrik Ødegaard

Gudbrandsdalens
Uldvarefabrik

Kaja Solgaard Dahl

Krafted

Kim Thomé

Varier

KnudsenBergHindenes

Vestre

Marte Frøystad

Volver Studios

Martin Høgh Olsen
Mijo Studio
Noidoi
Stine Aas
Vera & Kyte

CRAFT ARTISTS
Anita Hanch-Hansen
Kent Fonn Skåre
Máret Ánne Sara
& Matt Lambert
Tron Meyer
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VOLUME VASES

ERIK WESTER

erikwester.com

11 x 9.3 cm, 16.5 x 18.8 cm, 23 x 12.8 cm

DESIGN

@erikwester_

Characterised by the combination of thick and thin glass,

Erik Wester was born in Lofoten, raised in Trondheim, and

Volume Vases is a series of three blown-glass vessels of

now lives and works in Oslo. He holds a bachelor’s degree

different size, colour and proportion. Although they

in Product and Furniture Design from Kingston University

are functional objects, the massive glass gives the vases

London, and has practised with Joris Laarman in Amster-

the illusion of always containing liquid, creating a lush,

dam and Andreas Engesvik, Oslo. Today, Wester runs his

vibrant expression whether they are used to hold live or

own studio, designing for manufacturers such as Tonning

dried plants or flowers. Decorative in itself, the thick glass & Stryn and Skagerak. His work has been exhibited both
also creates an optical distortion of whatever object is

home and abroad – with shows in Milan, Tokyo, London,

placed in the vase.

Eindhoven, Copenhagen and Stockholm.
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DUFT

KAJA SOLGAARD DAHL

kajadahl.com

40 x 30 cm

DESIGN

@kaja_dahl

Duft is a series of aromatic sculptures made using

From her base in Oslo, Kaja Solgaard Dahl works with design,

polished larvikite, cast porcelain and naturally

sculpture and crafts. She has a bachelor’s degree in Product

scented oils. The objects explore the possibilities

and Interior Design from Beckmans College of Design in

of assigning aesthetic forms to scents, with fragrances

Stockholm and a master’s degree in Design for Luxury and

of the Norwegian landscape infused in the materials.

Craftsmanship from the Ecole Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne.

The sculptures are a continuation of the designer’s

Her master’s project on sculptural perfumes earned Dahl

ambition to give shape to sensory experiences by

a prize in Design and Architecture Norway’s Young Talents

introducing scent into our surroundings in

Award in 2016, and the title of Global Graduate during

various ways.

2017’s Design Indaba Conference in Cape Town.
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VARDE

TRON MEYER

tronmeyer.com

30 x 30 x 250 cm

CRAFT

@tronmeyer

The sculpture Varde in Norwegian stone and

Tron Meyer is originally from Åsgårdstrand, and now lives

stainless steel consists of split stones stacked in a tower

and works in Drammen. He studied both architecture and

formation. Each stone exposes a core characterised

art, and has two master’s degrees – one from the Oslo

by its volcanic origin approximately 290 million years

National Academy of the Arts; another from the Oslo

ago. The surface is the result of an ice age, where

School of Architecture and Design. Meyer previously ran

the gradual actions of motion and friction have left

the studio Grig Arkitekter together with Henrik Ødegaard.

the stones with a rounded shape.

In recent years he has concentrated on his own projects,
where painting, architecture and design overlap to create
new shapes and forms.
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HALF MOON TABLE

TRON MEYER

tronmeyer.com

65 x 35 x 70 cm

CRAFT

@tronmeyer

The Half Moon Table in stainless steel and neon acrylic

Tron Meyer is originally from Åsgårdstrand, and now lives

is the result of a series of experiments welding together

and works in Drammen. He studied both architecture and

structures using circular surfaces in combination with

art, and has two master’s degrees – one from the Oslo

round vertical bars. The visible surface in stainless steel is

National Academy of the Arts; another from the Oslo

polished, mirroring itself and its surroundings. The back

School of Architecture and Design. Meyer previously ran

is treated with fluorescent paint, reflecting the colours

the studio Grig Arkitekter together with Henrik Ødegaard.

of the table’s surroundings.

In recent years he has concentrated on his own projects,
where painting, architecture and design overlap to create
new shapes and forms.

CYCLOP
Larvikite 40 x 40 x 42 cm,
aluminium and pine 37 x 37 x 42 cm
The furniture series Cyclop consists of a table in anodised
aluminium and a chair in anodised aluminium, larvikite and
Norwegian pine. The legs’ rectangular surfaces have circular
holes, mirroring the shape of the chair’s seat and the table’s
surface. A simple locking mechanism is thus created,
the weight is reduced and the object acquires a distinct
aesthetic – the circular ‘eye’ shape that gives it its name.
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TANGO

KIM THOMÉ

kimthome.com

35 x 35 x 40 cm

DESIGN

@kimthome

Tango consists of two side tables in glass, wood and

Originally from Bærum in Oslo, Kim Thomé has worked

aluminium assembled with glue. The objects facilitate

and studied in London since 2006. Trained at the Royal

interesting meeting points between different materials,

College of Art, he is engaged in a wide range of projects,

appearing as building blocks with hidden hinges. The

including product development for manufacturers and

designer has previously worked with glass and glue,

major architectural installations. His work is a balance

and with Tango he introduces new materials to this study. between object and installation, blending a mixture
The side tables reference building materials in modern

of graphic elements and optical play in materials and

skyscrapers, and are inspired by the use of glass in

spaces. Recently, Thomé has worked on commissions

architecture. The materials are recyclable and the objects

with Wallpaper*, Bloomberg, and Swarovski at the

can easily be disassembled and repaired.

Victoria & Albert Museum, in London.
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HIVE

KNUDSENBERGHINDENES

kb-h.no 				

150 x 76 x 50 cm

DESIGN

@knudsenberghindenes

Hive is a flexible storage unit in natural and black

KnudsenBergHindenes (KBH) is a Bergen-based design

stained oak, with elements of anodised aluminium.

studio run by Petter Knudsen, Anders Berg and Steinar

The module is a combination of a chest of drawers

Hindenes. All three hold degrees from the Bergen Academy

and a cabinet, consisting of independent sections that

of Art and Design, where they have also lectured. The

can be stacked according to the needs of the user.

studio works mainly with furniture, product and interior

Chosen for their sustainable qualities, the materials

design, but is also involved in project-based design

used are both recycled and recyclable.

initiatives. KBH has been recognised with a number
of awards, receiving accolades from the International
Design Awards and, from the Norwegian Design Council,
the Award for Design Excellence and the Classic Award.
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UNIVERSELL

KENT FONN SKÅRE

kentskare.com

52 x 30 x 30 cm

CRAFT

@kentscafe

Universell is a series of sculptural furniture made of scraps Born in Førde, Kent Fonn Skåre studied at the Bergen
and offcuts from granite slabs found on construction

Academy of Art and Design, and Konstfack in Stockholm.

sites in Bergen city centre. Collected over a long period

Today, he is based in Bergen, working mainly with sculpture

of time, the materials have been processed using simple

in a wider sense. Skåre has participated in the Norwegian

techniques led by the components’ own logic and sensory

annual art exhibition Høstutstillingen, and his work has

properties. By using locally sourced leftover materials,

been exhibited nationally and internationally – in Sydney,

the work explores alternative production methods, while

Taipei and Paris. In 2015 he undertook a residency at the

simultaneously investigating an ambivalence concerning

Nordic Artists’ Centre Dale, and in 2016 he received a

categories and the identity of shape.

two-year work grant from the Norwegian Government.
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JOIN ME

MARTE FRØYSTAD

martefroystad.com

80 x 100/140 cm

DESIGN

@studiomartefroystad

Join Me is a kitchen table made of linoleum and

Originally from Sykkylven, and now living in Ål, Marte

wood treated with linseed oil. The name plays on the

Frøystad has a master’s degree from the Oslo National

exhibition title JOIN, describing a social and inviting

Academy of the Arts, and for several years she ran her

act. A new take on the small, casual kitchen table, it

own studio in parallel with the joint project Frøystad+

fits two people perfectly but can also be expanded

Klock, a collaboration with designer Runa Klock. In 2015,

and adapted to accommodate larger groups. When

together with two architects and an interior designer,

the table is extended the base remains static, and the

she founded the architectural studio Arkitekthagen.

added overhang provides plenty of room for more

Today, Frøystad works mainly with architecture,

people. The rounded tabletop allows the number of

furniture and objects, she has a particular passion for

people sitting on each side to remain flexible.

pure materials and simple features.
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LOCAL

MARTIN HØGH OLSEN

hoeghstore.net

43 x 43 cm, tabletop 3 cm

DESIGN

@martinhoegholsen

Local is a series of small tables in powder-coated and

Educated at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts

sandblasted aluminium, with tops in blue larvikite, oiled

in Copenhagen, Martin Høgh Olsen lives and works in

walnut and natural oak. They can be used as bedside tables,

Trondheim. In 2016 he founded the company Høgh,

side tables or stacked, thus becoming storage modules.

for both his own projects and products made by other

Local reflects the designer’s interest in translating

designers, artists and architects. His work was featured

concepts of urbanism into smaller-scale products, and the in the London Design Festival exhibition 100% Norway
tables have a stylised structure reminiscent of buildings.

in 2016 and at Norwegian Presence in 2017. Høgh Olsen

The placement of slices of stone and wood between the

also teaches design at the Norwegian University of

modules gives the tables a varied and playful expression.

Science and Technology.
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TO

MIJO STUDIO

mijostudio.com

80 x 40 x 55 cm

DESIGN

@mijostudio

To is an abstract interpretation of a chair, inspired

Mijo Studio was established in 2015 and consists

by the exhibition title JOIN. Using pigmented aerated

of Miranda Tengs Brun and Josefine Gilbert, a

concrete, HR foam and 100% cotton, the designers

Norwegian-Danish designer duo with textiles and

explore how contrasting elements can merge to form

analogue printing techniques as their specialities.

a new conceptual whole that blurs the boundaries

Both studied at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts’

between art, crafts and design. Building on the circle

School of Design in Copenhagen, and their collaboration

shape, the materials’ various characteristics are utilised

is characterised by an experimental approach rooted

and emphasised. Also on display are textiles decorated

in large abstract patterns. Based in Copenhagen

by hand using monotype, made using surplus fabric

for the last four years, their studio is now expanding

and colours from the designers’ previous productions.

to Stavanger.
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ARKITEKTUR, ETTERKLANG and STRUKTUR AV MINNER

ANITA HANCH-HANSEN

hanchhansen.com

40 x 35 x 35 cm, 50 x 70 x 40 cm and 65 x 20 x 20 cm

CRAFT

@anitahanch

Arkitektur, Etterklang and Struktur av Minner in

Anita Hanch-Hansen is originally from Moss, and now

porcelain, stoneware and glaze are objects studying cyclic

lives and works nearby in Rygge on Norway’s southern

processes of change, such as growth, transformation and

coast. She holds a master’s degree in Medium and Material

decay. The clay is combined with other natural materials,

Based Art from the Oslo National Academy of the Arts,

twigs, bark, sand and plants, which emit colour or leave

and has received a number of scholarships for her work

structural traces on the objects. By modelling, glazing and

– including the Norwegian Arts Council’s work grant for

burning the clay several times, the process also becomes

young artists. Her works have been exhibited at museums

part of the pieces’ overall investigation.

and galleries in Norway, Denmark, England, France and
Romania, and have been purchased by Fredrikstad
municipality and the National Museum of Decorative
Arts and Design in Trondheim.
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SPENN

NOIDOI

noidoi.no

36.4 x 24 cm

DESIGN

@noidoidesign

Spenn is a table lamp in form-pressed oak veneer,

The design studio Noidoi is run by Kathrine Lønstad and

with a focused, downward-facing light. The lamp

Cosmin Cioroiu, from Norway and Romania, respectively.

marks its designers’ attempt to capture a moment of

They are both product designers and met while studying at

tension between two points, and the object’s sculptural

the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts’ School of Design

expression resembles a tensed arc. The look of the lamp

in Copenhagen. Established in 2013, Noidoi is now based

is clean and minimalistic, with the wood as a soft and

at the Kapp dairy factory in Østre Toten, Norway. The

tactile counterweight. The use of natural materials

studio has worked with manufacturers including Menu,

gives Spenn durability, and the design itself reduces

Skagerak and Northern, and in 2014 they were recognised

the amount of surplus material as most of the wood

by Design and Architecture Norway with the Young Talents

is used in the pressing.

Award for their rehabilitation mat project WalkON.

Image to be released
on the 10th of March
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ALTER

STINE AAS

stineaas.com

4.3 x 8 x 80 cm / 8.6 x 8 x 80 cm

DESIGN

@stineaas

Alter lamps are made from a single sheet of

Bergen-based Stine Aas has a master’s degree in

aluminium that has been hammered against a shape

Furniture and Spatial Design from the Bergen Academy

to create a shade that seamlessly emerges from a

of Art and Design. Through tactile, functional and visual

flat starting point. This creates a shifting appearance

furniture and objects, she fuses character and simplicity,

in the aluminium, introducing a human touch to

finding inspiration in everyday interactions between

the design. By altering the material by hand, an

people and their physical surroundings. Aas founded

element of unpredictability is introduced, making

her studio in 2015, and was named Newcomer of the Year

each lamp unique. The wall version is made using a

during Raff Design Week in Bergen later that year. Her

single shade, whereas the pendant consists of a

work has been exhibited in Stockholm, Helsinki, London,

connected pair.

Milan, New York and Los Angeles.
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STRAND

VERA & KYTE

vera-kyte.com

26 x 38 cm, 35.5 x 43 cm

DESIGN

@vera.kyte

Inspired by traditional wicker techniques, Strand

The design studio Vera & Kyte was founded by Vera Kleppe

consists of two storage baskets in anodised aluminium.

and Åshild Kyte in Bergen in 2013. The award-winning

The familiar aesthetics of the objects, combined with

duo quickly established a strong presence, with a variety

the strength and precision of the aluminium, gives shape

of international collaborators and significant recognition

to a modern interpretation of a classic household object.

within the design industry. Their approach is analytical,

The baskets are functional and versatile and can be used

driven by a fundamental enthusiasm for exploring

for storing everything from pillows and blankets to wood

materials, methods and aesthetics. Their work ranges

and magazines.

from furniture and products to lighting and interiors.
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SLURP and GRO

HENRIK ØDEGAARD

henrik-oedegaard.no

30 x 30 x 120 cm / 45 x 45 x 70 cm

DESIGN

@henrik_choice

The Gro chair and Slurp bench are both made from

Henrik Ødegaard lives and works in Oslo, where he

natural pine, with the bench lacquered in blue. Together,

has been running his own practice since 2016. He studied

they explore how much matter is required for an object

graphic design at the Oslo National Academy of the

to become a thing, and what happens when matter is

Arts, and architecture at the Oslo School of Architecture

left out. The objects are made only of materials that

and Design before founding Grig Arkitekter with

the designer had available at the time of construction,

Tron Meyer, carrying out a number projects within

and their sizes are dictated accordingly. The knots and

architecture and design. Ødegaard’s furniture was

weaknesses in the raw material wood have determined

first exhibited at the Sight Unseen exhibition during

the various holes and deformations in the final form.

New York Design Week in 2018.
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PILE POWER and

MÁRET ÁNNE SARA

maretannesara.com

LOADED – KEEP HITTING OUR JAWS

CRAFT

@maretannesara

45 x 35 x 45 cm, 10 x 8 x 8 cm
Artist and writer Máret Ánne Sara lives and works in
Pile Power is a series of jewellery made from miniature

Kautokeino. She is the founder of the artist community

skulls in reindeer bone porcelain and metal. Loaded –

Daiddadallu and the multidisciplinary art movement Pile

Keep Hitting Our Jaws is a necklace made of reindeer

O’Sápmi. Her work addresses political and social aspects

jaws, metal wire and synthetic thread. All works are made

affecting the Sami communities. The work Pile O’Sápmi,

from leftover materials from artist Máret Ánne Sara’s

which consists of more than 400 reindeer skulls, has

Pile O’Sápmi project, exhibited at Documenta 14 in 2017.

been purchased by Norway’s National Museum. In 2014

Created in collaboration with the artist Matt Lambert,

Sara was nominated for the Nordic Council’s Children and

the works highlight issues of sustainable development as

Young People’s Literature Prize for her debut book Ilmmiid

it relates to indigenous peoples’ practices and livelihoods

gaskkas (Between Worlds).

across geography and culture. The collaboration also
shows the importance of intersectional work between

MATT LAMBERT

mattlambertstudio.com

minorities, in this case indigenous and queer practitioners

CRAFT

@detroit_boy

joining together.
Matt Lambert lives and works in Detroit, where they
explores various techniques within arts, craft, performance, sculpture and fashion. Lambert received the Next
Generation Award from the Surface Design Association,
and recently featured on the Global Fashion Jewelry and
Accessories Council’s Top 100 list of jewellery and accessories designers. Lambert is currently studying a master’s
degree in Critical and Historical Craft Studies at Warren
Wilson College, focusing on underrepresented groups and
the relationship between craft and nation state.
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MANUFACTURERS
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VESTRE

vestre.com

MANUFACTURER

@vestre_furniture

Family-owned since its foundation in 1947, Vestre
is a leading manufacturer of sustainable furniture for
public spaces and urban environments. From its Oslo
headquarters, Vestre collaborates with designers and
manufacturers across Scandinavia to produce sustainable
outdoor furniture. All materials are sourced in Norway
and Sweden, and the production runs on 100% renewable
energy. Vestre’s products can be found in numerous
locations both in Norway and around the world – from
King’s Cross in London to Times Square in New York.

↓ Folk park bench from Vestre’s new series of outdoor furniture.
Here shown in Scandinavian pine and laquered aluminium.
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ELEMENTA

elementa.no

MANUFACTURER

@elementaoslo

Established in 2012, Elementa is a Norwegian maker
of workplace furniture that collaborates with designers,
artists and scientists to explore new directions in the
Scandinavian design tradition. Set up as a reaction
against the prevailing conventions of design in office
spaces, Elementa has since furnished several of Norway’s
most creative workspaces, including Statistics Norway,
the Research Council of Norway and the Ministry of
Education and Research.

↓ dB Silent Sideboard by Elementa. Designed by StokkeAustad.
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GUDBRANDSDALENS

gu.no

ULDVAREFABRIK

@gu_uld

MANUFACTURER
Gudbrandsdalens Uldvarefabrik (GU) has been making
textiles for over 130 years, generating 600,000 metres
of fabric annually. The family-owned manufacturer
specialises in the production of high-end wool-based
upholstery fabrics. The slogan ‘Wool for Generations’
is justified by keeping the complete production process
in-house, from raw material to finished product. GU’s
textiles have a broad international appeal, appearing
in costumes in Broadway’s Frozen and Pierre Paulin’s
design furniture.

↓ Heidal fabric. Designed by GU Design Team/Merete Haabeth Serrano.
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VARIER

varierfurniture.com

MANUFACTURER

@varierfurniture

Varier is a furniture brand inspired by movement.
Known for superior quality and effortless design, its
products embody activity and innovation. Since the 1970s,
Varier has created extraordinary pieces that challenge
perceptions of sitting. In close cooperation with leading
Scandinavian designers, including Peter Opsvik and
Terje Ekstrøm, Varier continues to create chairs that
give you the freedom to move.

↓ Balans chair from Varier. Designed by Peter Opsvik in 1979.
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FJORDFIESTA

fjordfiesta.com

MANUFACTURER

@fjordfiestafurniture

With an ambition to manage, develop and reconnect
with Scandinavian design heritage, architect Pål Lunder
founded Fjordfiesta in 2001. Rooted in the aesthetics
of Scandinavian design history, and with a concern
for modern-day ethical and environmental challenges,
Fjordfiesta produces timeless furniture engineered
to last for generations to come. Inspired by the beauty
of Norway’s natural landscape, the company aims to
represent, promote and push Norwegian design culture.

↓ Scandia Nett lounge chair by Fjordfiesta.
Designed by Hans Brattrud in 1959.
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KRAFTED

krafted.no

MANUFACTURER

@krafted.no

Krafted is a new Norwegian design studio, rooted in
Nordic design. The name indicates a focus on traditional
craftsmanship, and the company has a passion for natural
materials and how these are applied – from the qualities
they represent to how they feel, smell and appear in our
surroundings. Krafted works towards the project market,
both creating individual furniture and accessories and
developing complete design solutions. The company
builds on 20 years of experience and a vast product
portfolio from furniture brand Holedesign.

↓ MODI sofa from Krafted.
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VOLVER STUDIOS

volverstudios.com

MANUFACTURER

@volverstudios

Volver Studios is a design studio offering curated collections
of premium handmade rugs for private and public spaces.
All products are made in natural materials – wool, bamboo,
silk, jute and organic cotton – and fuse Scandinavian
design, modern digital technology and traditional textile
crafts from Scandinavia and India. Volver’s aim is to
enrich Scandinavian design by enabling diverse and vibrant
possibilities for artistic and individual expression.

↓ Eik rug from Volver Studios.
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↗ From left: KnudsenBergHindenes’ flexible storage unit, Hive; Mijo Studio’s abstract
interpretation of a chair, To; Henrik Ødegaard’s bench, Slurp; Krafted’s dining chair, Modi.
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EXHIBITION
DESIGN
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INTERVIEW WITH EXHIBITION DESIGNERS
KRISTINE BJAADAL & HALLGEIR HOMSTVEDT

↓ Kristine Bjaadal and Hallgeir Homstvedt at their
studio in Oslo. Photo by Inger Marie Grini.

Side by side, leaning over a large table in Studio Prindsen,

In the room next door, Norwegian furniture manufac-

the shared creative space in central Oslo, Kristine Bjaadal

turers Krafted, Elementa, Fjordfiesta, Gudbrandsdalens

and Hallgeir Homstvedt are choosing colours for outdoor

Uldvarefabrik, Varier and Volver Studios will exhibit their

furniture. No strangers to Milan Design Week, the two

work, each brand’s area characterised with a unique

designers have come together to mastermind the look

colourway, reflected in custom-made rugs from Volver

and feel of JOIN by Norwegian Presence – their partnership

Studios. Finally, the exhibition’s entrance area – a sociable

serving as yet another example of the exhibition’s title

courtyard space – will be decorated with outdoor

in action.

furniture from Vestre in a palette referencing the
golden tones of the building’s façade.

“I have experience of developing concepts, working with materiality and a sense of space,” Bjaadal

Although the three areas are built around different

says. “Hallgeir also has great technical skills, and

concepts, they have one motif in common – the circle.

expertise in finding solutions for construction and
“We noticed that a lot of the products chosen for

materials. We complement each other.”

the exhibition were conceived around a circular
THE CIRCLE MOTIF

shape,” Bjaadal explains. “With the title JOIN and

Taking place in a garage in Zona Tortona on 9–14 April,

the exhibition’s focus on collaboration and sus-

the exhibition comprises three rooms, each one allocated

tainability, the circle seemed the natural symbol

a distinct visual theme by Bjaadal and Homstvedt. In the

to use. The shape will appear in many different

area devoted to design and crafts, for example, the lighting

ways – as details in mobile walls and modules, for

will be dimmed, and transparent textiles and mobile

example, and in Volver Studio’s circular rugs.”

modules in black Valchromat will be used to divide the
room into a network of smaller spaces.

Continued on next page →
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CONSCIOUS USE OF MATERIALS
Community, quality and sustainability are at the heart
of the project. The exhibition title, JOIN, has been chosen
to invoke the interconnection of people and different
disciplines and materials within design and crafts –
something else reflected in the exhibition design. Rather
than attempting to disguise them, Bjaadal and Homstvedt
have made the conscious choice to expose the joints and
screws connecting materials.
“We have interpreted the title ‘JOIN’ through
the various ways of fixing materials together.
We wanted to show how we connect things
in a simple and honest way, and for this to be
part of the concept,” says Homstvedt.
The structural components of the exhibition have been
conceived as a construction kit, shipped flat-pack and
assembled on site. This ensures efficient mounting, and
the modules can easily be disassembled and reused. The

↑ Kristine Bjaadal and Hallgeir Homstvedt at their
studio in Oslo. Photo by Inger Marie Grini.

materials will all be recycled or repurposed, and have
been chosen for their sustainable qualities.
“Valchromat is perhaps the most environmentally
friendly material one can use,“ Homstvedt
notes. “It is already recycled, made of wood fibre
coloured with natural dyes. We are using the
existing properties of the material to help us
think more sustainably.”
UNIFYING DIFFERENCE
In accordance with the raw simplicity of their design
concept, Bjaadal and Homstvedt have also taken advantage of the site’s existing features. In the space where
prototypes and crafted objects are displayed, the
rust-marked, weathered garage floor will be preserved
to maintain authenticity. The colour palette is inspired
by the surrounding Italian architecture, with classic hues
of ochre, rust, green and blue creating a sophisticated ,
vital ambiance, without stealing attention from the
exhibited products.
“There are many different objects on display,”
Bjaadal concludes. “It is our job to make these
differences feel like a natural whole.”
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Design and Architecture
Norway (DOGA)

Design and Architecture Norway (DOGA) works
to promote awareness of design and architecture
in the development of urban environments,
products and services. The organisation facilitates
collaborations between creative talent and
businesses, with the ambition of strengthening
design and architecture’s influence in Norway.
doga.no
@doganorway

Klubben

Founded by designers Victoria Günzler, Sara
Polmar and Sverre Uhnger in 2011, Klubben
is an initiative to promote, support and foster
collaboration between Norway’s emerging
and established design talents. The organisation
currently consists of 31 members living
and working in Oslo, Bergen, Copenhagen,
London, Berlin and New York.
klbbn.no
@klubben_norway

Norwegian Crafts

Norwegian Crafts was founded to strengthen
the position of Norwegian contemporary craft
internationally. The organisation facilitates
various types of exchange across the Norwegian
and international crafts field with emphasis
on exhibitions, market development, critical
theory, networking and residencies.
norwegiancrafts.no
@norwegiancrafts
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Hydro

Hydro is a Norwegian aluminium company
with operations worldwide. The company works
with aluminium from raw material to rolled
sheets for cars, to custom extrusion design and
manufacturing. In tune with its Scandinavian
origin, Hydro is passionate about achieving the
perfect mix of alloy, form, functionality, usability
and performance to high sustainable standards.
hydro.com
@norskhydroasa
@shapesbyhydro

Lundhs

Lundhs is a Norwegian quarrying company,
supplying larvikite and anorthosite stones
under the Lundhs Real Stone brand to factories
worldwide. The materials are well suited for
interior and exterior surfaces, sculptures and
design objects, and the company has joined
forces with selected designers in an attempt to
find new ways of using natural stone. Lundhs is
ISO 14001 certified, with full traceability from
quarry to final product.
lundhs.no
@lundhsrealstone
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JOIN by Norwegian Presence is organised in partnership with
The Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Innovation
Norway, The Federation of Norwegian Industries, Oslo Design Fair
and Visit Norway.

Venue
via Savona 35,
Zona Tortona
Dates
9—14 April 2019
Opening Times
11–19:00 (Tues-Sat)
11–17:00 (Sun)
International Press Enquiries
Emma Collins, London
emma@zetteler.co.uk
+44 (0) 7557 142630
Norwegian Press Enquiries
Ida Aandal Røijen, Oslo
iar@doga.no
+47 451 36 778

Exhibition by
Design and Architecture
Norway (DOGA), Klubben
and Norwegian Crafts
Styling
Kråkvik&D’Orazio
Photography
Trine Hisdal
Exhibition Design
Kristine Bjaadal &
Hallgeir Homstvedt
Graphic Design
Bielke&Yang
Project management
Grete Sivertsen/Edited for DOGA

norwegianpresence.no
@norwegianpresence

Promotion
Zetteler
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MANUFACTURERS
DESIGNERS

Elementa
Fjordfiesta

Erik Wester

Gudbrandsdalens
Uldvarefabrik

Henrik Ødegaard

Krafted

Kaja Solgaard Dahl

Varier

Kim Thomé
KnudsenBergHindenes
Marte Frøystad

Vestre
Volver Studios

Martin Høgh Olsen
Mijo Studio
Noidoi
Stine Aas
Vera & Kyte

CRAFT ARTISTS
Anita Hanch-Hansen
Kent Fonn Skåre
Máret Ánne Sara
& Matt Lambert
Tron Meyer

@norwegianpresence
norwegianpresence.no
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